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Dear FSI Review
Our action groups in Tony Abbott's and Adam Bandt's Seats don't make many submissions because we
care for frail aged carers, however there are too many elderly people that the FOS expect can make
legalistic cases about fraud and con jobs. Elder Financial Abuse is awful against a generation who think
bank managers are ethical peope of high repute, not shysters in suits.
We must have 80 sets of loan documents from victims who lost superannuation and savings. Whatever
happened to the laws of usury? Please peg interest to the Penalty Interest Rate Act rate - it's "only" 10%
per year.
We are appalled at ASIC's infamous inaction against liquidators, directors, brokers, banks and bank
executives. We are disgusted that Tony supports the watering down of director duties too. The circus of
greed musy be stopped or the economy goes down the toilet. The social unrest unbalances society, Sir.
Our group therefore support all the sensible suggestions by
The federal police association, who seek American whistleblower and reward programs. (Please speak to
Sean McKessy at the US SEC Office of Whistleblower for his ideas).
The US SEC speakers at the conferences - They are using anti-mafia tactics with great results! When will
ASIC and FOS stop being friends with banks and bank lawyers?
Choice magazine, which

Sen Nick Xenophon thinks are a superb group that are worth listening to.

Dr Peter Brandson's BankReformNow group
Spelta Bowel Cancer Foundation
The Editor and reporters at Fairfax Media
ABC TV, Alan Jones and all the other radio and tv people.
Senators Xenophon etc at the Senate Inquiry
Bendigobanksters
Unhappybanking

Levitt Robinson Lawyers
Incidentally, we see that ASIC marks some complaints as "Deflect". Obfuscation is unacceptable: please
sack ASIC and appoint

Thank you
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